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• It is usually solved by decomposing the problem into stages: 
• schedule of flights (specifying origin, destination, departure time 
and arrival time for each flight) 
• fleet assignment (deciding which fleet must be assigned to each 
flight) 
• aircraft routing (determining minimum cost aircraft routes so that 
each flight is executed by one aircraft and maintenance 
requirements are satisfied) 
• crew pairing (finding minimum cost crew itineraries so that each 
flight is executed by one crew and work rules are respected) 
• crew rostering (deriving the complete roster for each crew) 
Airline Scheduling 
Given: • a set F of  flights having: 
• departure time 
• arrival time 
• departure airport 
• arrival airport 
• a set B of  bases and a set O of operators, in which the company is 
subdivided, specifying: 
• number of available aircrafts  
• number of available crews 
• the rules on the time duration and on the maximum number of 
flights for a crew route 
• the long-term and short-term maintenance rules for an aircraft 
route 
• cost of each aircraft and each crew 
Integrated fleet-assignment, aircraft-routing and crew-pairing problem 
Constraints: 
• Each flight must be assigned an aircraft and a crew of the same operator 
• Two flights can be executed in sequence in an aircraft route if the arrival airport of 
the first one is the same as the departure airport of the second one and the connection 
time is at least 20 minutes 
• Two flights can be executed in sequence in a crew route if the arrival airport of the 
first one is the same as the departure airport of the second one and the connection 
time is between 20 minutes and 3 hours 
• An aircraft is not allowed to go from one airport to another unless it is serving a 
commercial flight 
• Only one crew can be on each aircraft 
• A crew route has a maximum duration which depends on the start time of the route 
and on the number of flights it executes 
• A crew route can execute a maximum number of flights (which also depend on the 
operator) 
Integrated fleet-assignment, aircraft-routing and crew-pairing problem 
Constraints: 
• For each operator, the number of available aircrafts and crews must be respected 
• Long-term maintenance imposes not to use a set of aircrafts for a given set of days 
• Short-term maintenance takes place every two days and is done during night in Las 
Palmas (rules for exceptions are given) 
• Some airports can only be visited by aircrafts and crews of specified operators 
• Each crew route must leave from and return to its base (rules for exceptions are 
given) 
• A crew change occurs when two consecutive flights in an aircraft route are assigned 
to two different crews: crew changes are not allowed on short connections (i.e. when 
the connection time is less than 30 minutes) 
• An aircraft change occurs when two consecutive flights in a crew route are 
assigned to two different aircrafts: aircraft changes are not allowed on short 
connections (i.e. when the connection time is less than 30 minutes) 
Integrated fleet-assignment, aircraft-routing and crew-pairing problem 
Goal: We minimize a weighted linear function taking into account the following 
terms: 
• number of aircraft routes 
• number of crew routes 
• sum of the connection times in the crew routes 
• number of aircraft changes in the crew routes 
Integrated fleet-assignment, aircraft-routing and crew-pairing problem 
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Graph Representation 
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Two directed acyclic graphs: 
Set of nodes                          where         contains the nodes representing 
the flights and         contains the nodes representing the bases. 
The set of arcs correspond to flights that can be in sequence in an aircraft 
route         or in a crew route       or represent the departure/arrival from/at 
a base 
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Integer Linear Programming Formulation 
kl
cR Rx     binary variable = 1 if route R is assigned to a crew 
kl
cR    collection of feasible routes for a crew of operator               of base  Ok Bl
kl
aR    collection of feasible routes for an aircraft of operator              of base   Ok Bl
kl
aR Ry     binary variable = 1 if route R is assigned to an aircraft 
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Constraints on crew variables: 
Integer Linear Programming Formulation 
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Constraints on aircraft variables: 
Integer Linear Programming Formulation 
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Constraints on crew and aircraft changes: 
Integer Linear Programming Formulation 
Short 
connections 
Heuristic Algorithm 
• Solve the Linear Programming relaxation of the ILP model by column 
generation on both crew routes and aircraft routes – the pricing problem calls for 
finding an Elementary Shortest Path with Resource Constraints on the acyclic 
graphs 
• Execute a depth-first truncated branch-and-price until the first integer solution 
is found 
• Real-world instance of a major airline company in Canary Islands 
• The company is subdivided in three operators 
• The company has 17 aircrafts to serve around 100-150 flights every 
day between 13 airports 
• The heuristic algorithm is implemented in C 
• The tests are performed on a pc Core i5-2400 3.1 GHz 16 GB Ram 
• Cplex 12.4 is used to solve the LP-relaxation  
• Comparison with the manual solution by the airline 
Computational results 
Computational results 
Inst. #f #a #cr #ch cost time %gap #a #cr #ch cost %gap 
1 102 13 22 6 36110 437 0.34 14 24 8 40370 12.18 
2 140 15 28 7 44087 3634 0.22 17 28 7 48035 9.20 
3 130 14 25 6 42348 4212 0.44 15 26 6 43858 4.02 
4 124 13 24 5 39166 2341 0.27 13 25 5 39600 1.39 
5 124 13 24 5 39321 2940 0.38 14 25 4 43626 11.37 
6 128 13 25 5 40030 4543 0.34 13 26 4 43548 9.16 
7 150 15 28 7 45210 9913 0.26 15 30 5 49397 9.54 
Heuristic Algorithm Manual Solution 
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